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1. DPAdmin and DataPower Deployment
Before exploring the deployment methodology using DPAdmin and some
thoughts around it, first we will review the deployment methods used by many companies
for Datapower Deployment. Shown below are some typical approaches used by
DataPower customers.
1.1. Manual Deployment
We have seen a large number of DataPower customers still using manual
deployment for DataPower services without any form of automation. By manual
deployment we mean that the users are exporting configurations from their preproduction devices and importing it into production devices. This may or may not be
coupled with deployment policy options provided by DataPower. The following tasks are
typically executed manually after the deployment:






Change backend URLs/Endpoints.
Change Port Numbers
Change Certificates
Flush Cache
WSRR Refresh

The list shown above is a very small set of tasks that may be necessary after a service
deployment and typically it will vary with the type of service and the functionality
involved in the service.
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The disadvantages of this process involve the following:







Very error prone: Any mistake made during the manual configuration could lead
to production systems being down which is unacceptable for most customers.
Time consuming: The time taken for this type of deployment could grow
exponentially with the growing number of services. This could be a major
problem when you are trying to deploy a number of services within a short
production outage window. Keep in mind that you will need time to roll back the
changes manually if something goes wrong.
Needs a huge learning curve: Anyone working on these type of manual
deployments need to be trained in DataPower and should be aware of all the
ramifications for any mistakes made and should have the abilitly to fix the issues
as they occur. It is almost impossible to outsource these types of tasks because of
the learning curve involved and the logistics to work out to train an offshore team.
Cost: All of the above points directly to potential high maintenance costs over the
long term.

1.2 Custom Automation Scripts
Developing custom automation scripts is a better way to go with DataPower
deployment compared to the manual approach discussed above as it removes a majority
of the manual overhead involved with these deployments. Although they are certainly
better than manual deployments, they are not the most efficient way to automate
deployments due to the following disadvantages:



Custom scripts will need some investment in terms of development and testing
time and typically this is not just one time, due the point mentioned below.
Typically these custom scripts are developed to address a certain type of
deployment with a certain set of pre-determined actions. It adds to the
maintenance overhead in maintaining these scripts so that they evolve with the
growing number of services of varying functionality.

Typically custom scripts do not meet the following needs:





Platform independent script execution environment.
Choreographed Execution of scripts with an easy to use XML to
add/delete/modify tasks.
Build services from scratch onto a DataPower device making it cloud friendly.
Most Custom Scripts are typically developed to import and export services from
one domain to the other and it doesn't provide administration functions like
clearing cache, restarting domains, checkpoints and so on.
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Examination of DPAdmin will demonstrate it is superior to any of the approaches
discussed above. We will first look at the features offered by DPAdmin in terms of
deployment and automation. Once we understand these features, it will be easy to step
right into the recommended process with DPAdmin.
DPAdmin - Features Specific to Automation












Offers over 50 different DataPower functions as a pluggable task within the
Automation Script. This includes configuration, file, domain, device and cache
management functions.
Supports parallel execution of commands within a single script.
Supports scripts with multiple devices as targets, making it the best choice for
multiple data center deployments and cluster deployments.
Platform independent script execution environment.
Fully compatible with ANT.
Can be plugged into Rational Build Forge, Cruise Control, AntHill or other
deployment related products.
Auditing/Compliance reporting for all scripts executed through DPAdmin.
Easy-to-use menu driven Interactive shell-based administration tool.
Scripts can not only be used for deployment automation but also the automation
of many administration tasks like firmware upgrade, backup of domains, reboot
devices/domains, cache control, etc.
Supports WSRR functions in addition to Datapower. Same DPAdmin can interact
with WSRR and DataPower simultaneously.
Easily Customizable to add new custom commands to use with scripts like modify
custom XMLs on DataPower devices as a part of DataPower Deployment.
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DataPower Automation using DPAdmin

Fig. 1
The figure above shows the general lifecycle of a service with DPAdmin. First
step as shown in figure 1 is to develop the DataPower Service. The process for
developing the service itself remains the same. DPAdmin doesn't need any extra step in
terms of the service or service related configuration.
Once the service is developed and unit tested, users can create deployment
policies using tools that come with every DataPower device. Deployment policy creation
is the second step in the process. Deployment policies typically contain changes between
different environments which could include but are not limited to the following list:





Backend URLs
Front side port numbers
SSL Certificates/Objects
Custom XSLT parameters with Queue Names, Custom XMLs etc
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Front side handler settings
JMS hosts, Queues, Ports etc.
Load Balancer Configuration.

Deployment policies can be specifically targeted to a domain, device IP address,
services and properties within a service. Using the built-in editor for creating deployment
policies, it is very easy to create policies within DataPower.
Here are some examples.
1. Replace the port of an XML Firewall from 12048 to 12049.
From: * / TargetDomainNode1 / services / xmlfirewall ? Name=BasicFW &
Property=LocalPort & Value=12048
To:12049

2. Replace the backend URL of a Multi Protocol Gateway.
From: * / * / services / multiprotocol-gateway ? Name=SampleMPGW
&Property=BackendUrl &Value=http:\/\/dev\.com
To: http://staging.com

3. Replace the front side handler for a Multi Protocol Gateway from 12500 to 12501.
From: */ TargetDomainNode1 / protocol/http ? Name=fsh_httpFrontSideHandler
&Property=LocalPort &Value=12500
To:12501

Third step, after development of service and deployment policy, would be to deploy the
service to the next environment using DPAdmin. DPAdmin supports different types of
deployments as shown below. Below are the two models supported:
Option 1: Self Contained Export Zip with Deployment Policy
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Figure 2
In this approach, users can generate a self-contained deployable zip file with a set
of selected services from a domain along with the Deployment Policy for the services
exported. This policy will have the necessary changes that need to be made for the
service as it flows across various environments. It is this deployable zip file that gets
tracked for versions along with the source code (XSLTs, XMLs, XSDs, WSDLs etc) in
the Source Control Management System.
The advantage of this approach is that the one single zip can be deployed to any
environment and it is intelligent enough to detect the target and apply the respective
policies applicable. At iSOAGroup, we recommend this approach over the second one.
Please keep in mind that starting from the check-out process until the deployment
and administration can be achieved using DPAdmin with most popular version control
systems.
How do you control what services and files need to be included in the self-contained
deployable zip?
This is extremely simple with DPAdmin. All you need to do is pass the following XML
as an input to DPAdmin and it will take care of the rest.
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Figure: 3
As you can see from the figure above, DPAdmin export XML provides very fine grained
options to control your export ZIP. Not only does it allow you to export the services, but
other objects as well.
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Option 2: Export only the services without Deployment Policy:

Figure 4:

In this model, the export doesn't contain any deployment policy. Some users
might prefer this approach over the earlier one because it allows them to manage
deployment policies outside of the services because different teams may be responsible
for each of those tasks. In some cases, infrastructure teams may want to manage the
information for environments outside of development for security reasons.
How does it work without deployment policy?
You can use the same type of export XML shown with the previous option to export
services, except for the deployment policy as shown below:
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Figure 5:
Once the services are exported, it can be managed in an SCM along with the source code.
During deployment, DPAdmin allows you to choose a deployment policy available in the
target domain. This allows you to still have the dynamic replacement ability across
environments, but also to segregate the responsibility to different teams.
As you can see in Figure 4, each target domain has its own deployment policy that can be
applied to the imported ZIP file.
Write once and run anywhere is one of the popular features of DPAdmin. You can use
the same scripts for any service in various environments by passing in the environment
name and other information as parameters to the script.
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XML based Export and Import using DPAdmin (XCFG)
In addition to the ZIP format discussed in the earlier sections DPAdmin also
supports XML based XCFG exports and imports. This mode allows you to export the
entire configuration in an XML format which captures the object snapshot without
including files. However this mode does capture the references to the filesystem. Some
users may find it useful to use XML format as it is easy to compare two versions using
basic file compare tools. There are other advantages to this approach including ANT
based property replacement options etc.
Advantages of using DPAdmin for Deployment Automation











Build Reliability
Build Repeatability
Improve Accuracy
Speed and Control
No room for manual errors
Concurrent deployment to multiple devices/WSRR servers
Write once, run anywhere scripts
Auditing/Compliance Reporting
GUI for generating scripts
And as a result of all of the above: Low Cost
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